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ABSTRACT

Objectives To explore the social and academic experiences of nursing transfer students’ (NTSs) in an Asian context.

Design A descriptive qualitative study design using focus groups and individual interviews with Chinese NTSs. The data were transcribed verbatim and analysed by using qualitative content analysis.

Setting A university offering preregistration nursing programmes in Hong Kong.

Participants Chinese NTSs studying in a 3-year special pattern within a 5-year Bachelor of Nursing programme in a university in Hong Kong.

Results Four main categories were identified: ‘expectations about study at the beginning of the programme’, ‘challenges during transition’, ‘coping by prioritising’ and ‘our world is small’. The NTSs had clear goals for becoming professional nurses and consequently aimed at higher academic achievements throughout the study. They anticipated enjoying university life at the beginning of their study; however, the challenges caused by heavy study workloads and transition from passive to independent learning approaches, compounded by the limited time of 3-year study, forced them to develop coping strategies to reconcile and prioritise their preconceived notions, academic pursuits, social engagements and personal well-being. Their high prioritisation of good academic performance confined their university lives to the small world of the academic arena.

Conclusions The study identified challenges faced by NTSs in adjusting to university study. Suggestions are offered to different stakeholders to address the issues at individual, institutional and government levels so as to enhance NTSs’ learning experiences at university.

INTRODUCTION

Transfer from community college to university degree studies is one of the pathways to the nursing profession. In the USA in 2019, 38.4% (approximately 140 000) of baccalaureate nursing students were initially associate degree holders. Although this pathway is popular, little has been done to explore these nursing transfer students’ (NTSs) learning experiences, particularly in Asian contexts. In a Canadian study of 13 NTSs, 5 transition issues were identified: transition stress, geographical relocation, academic shock, professional transformation, social life and adaptation.

Challenges faced by transfer students include transfer shock, declining academic results as reflected by Grade Point Average (GPA), campus culture shock and feelings of demotion. Universities might consider that mainstream and transfer students have the same needs, or even expect transfer students to have less adjustment-related needs because they have prior postsecondary education experience. Transfer students themselves might also overestimate the similarities between community colleges and universities and expect not to experience difficulties in the transition. However, these assumptions have been shown to be untrue and have caused transfer students to receive less adequate support or to need to seek help from the university. In western contexts, particularly in the USA, transfer students demonstrate higher levels of mental health distress than their non-transfer counterparts (often referred to as freshmen entrants in the literature), including difficulty meeting academic standards, increased stress related.
to their academic lives, difficulty in adjusting to changes in academic policies and a sense that they are competing with freshmen entrants. Heavy study workloads or graduation delays might ensue if their study credits are not accepted by the university.

In eastern contexts, particularly the Chinese culture, education is valued highly and seen as the only pathway to success. Eastern students usually aspire to continue their study from high school to university and to enter into full-time work after completing their education. This means that, in addition to negative experiences similar to those experienced by western transfer students, those in Asia might have a sense of failure if their high school admission scores are not good enough to get into university because of pressure from their parents, peers and society. The universities in Hong Kong offer 5-year preregistration nursing programmes. The purpose of this study was to explore academic and social aspects of NTSS’ experiences in an Asian context.

METHOD
Design and participants
This was a descriptive qualitative study using focus groups. Focus group or individual interviews were conducted depending on the availability of the participants. Focus group interviews allow the participants to discuss complex subjects in an amenable setting, and facilitate them to reveal what they think and why they think what they do. Individuals are facilitated to form opinions of the topic by interacting with others, with individual participants supported and encouraged to be open in their responses. Individual interviews enable the interviewer to collect detailed accounts of participants’ knowledge, thoughts, beliefs and attitudes, pertaining to a phenomenon. The participants were Chinese NTSSs studying a 3-year Bachelor of Nursing programme in a university in Hong Kong. Purposive sampling was used to select NTSSs who had graduated from 2-year community college studies and had been enrolled in their current programme for at least one semester. They were recruited through emails and in-class promotion. The interviews were conducted in a quiet room at the university.

Data collection
Twelve focus group and 4 individual interviews were conducted with 45 NTSSs (9 male and 36 female; 14 year 1, 13 year 2, 9 year 3 students, and 9 graduates). Their ages ranged from 18 to 25. The groups were arranged according to the NTSS’ years of study; thus, they knew one another. Depending on the students’ availability, each focus group consisted of 2–5 participants. The interviews lasted for 90–150 min, and each participant was interviewed once.

Data analysis
The audio recordings were transcribed verbatim in Chinese and then imported into NVivo Pro 12 for data management. Each participant was assigned a code using the interview number and an anonymous form of interviewee identification; for example, 13D means interviewee D of the 13th interview. The qualitative content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Interview guide to explore the academic and social experiences of nursing transfer students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>General broad opening question</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Can you tell me about your experience studying in the university till now?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Probing questions</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. What do you think about your transition experience at the university?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. What were you particularly hoping to gain from this programme? What have you actually gained from it?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. What learning approach do you use?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Which aspect of teaching have you found most helpful, in getting to grips with the key subject-matter? And which aspect is the least helpful?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. How have you found your relationships with the staff/transfer students/non-transfer (mainstream) students? How about extracurricular activities?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2  Summary of categories and subcategories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Expectation at the beginning of the programme | ➤ Setting a clear goal to become a professional nurse  
➤ Aiming at a high academic performance  
➤ Anticipating university life |
| Challenges during transition        | ➤ Similarity between community college and university studies facilitated adjustment  
➤ Heavy study workload but limited time  
➤ Transition from passive to independent learning |
| Coping by prioritising              | ➤ Understanding of curriculum arrangement  
➤ Prioritising of the scope of subject materials to study  
➤ Prioritising based on the their goal and GPA |
| Our world is small                  | ➤ Mental exhaustion  
➤ Limited exposure and enjoyment of university life |

GPA, Grade Point Average.

analysis consisted of five steps.\(^{23}\) First, the interviewer, research assistant and researchers read and reread the interview transcriptions to become immersed in the data pools. Second, meaning units (sentences/paragraphs) corresponding to different aspects of the students’ experiences were selected using an inductive approach (eg, participants’ description of their studying experience was labelled as ‘Learning without teacher’s reminders’). Third, every meaning unit was condensed and labelled with codes (eg, ‘Required to learn independently’). Fourth, subcategories were identified and grouped by comparing their similarities and differences (eg, ‘Transition from passive learning to independent learning’). Finally, four categories were identified (including ‘Challenges during transition’; table 2). The interviewer and the research assistant inductively coded the first four interviews separately. Then, they discussed the coding to ensure agreement on a basic set of codes and categories. The subsequent interviews were then analysed by the research assistant using both inductive and deductive approaches. The research assistant, interviewer and the research team met regularly to reach consensus about the coding, to ensure credibility of the findings. The trustworthiness of the study was enhanced further by keeping an audit trail which ensured dependability and conformability of the findings.\(^{24}\)

**Patient and public involvement**

Patients or members of the public were not involved in this study.

**RESULTS**

Four main categories were identified (table 2).

**Expectations at the beginning of the programme**

In Hong Kong, the competition for admission to nursing programmes is very keen. Owing to the limited transfer

places, the NTSs had to study very hard to compete for them.

**Setting a clear goal to become professional nurses**

The NTSs often had clear goals and high expectations of the nursing programme to prepare them to become professional nurses.

I hope I can be trained to become a professional nurse during my study period. I will practice as a registered nurse after graduation. (13D, Year 1)

I want to be prepared mentally and equipped with good skills to become a nurse. (13B, Year 1).

The NTSs were well aware of the professional nurse’s responsibility to promote patients’ wellness and not to harm them. This awareness mobilised them to study hard. In addition to learning the subject content, the NTSs treasured the teachers’ sharing of their beliefs and attitudes, which motivated them to achieve more.

We chose the nursing discipline. We are responsible for our patients. We are not studying just for ourselves...If we do not study hard now, we may cause harm to our patients...This is the most significant difference between nursing and other programmes. (01A1, Year 2)

The teachers had high expectations of us, encouraged us to achieve more and gave us a lot of advice...As a result, we had more motivation to improve ourselves. (21C, Year 3)

**Aiming at high academic performances**

Owing to the motivation to become professional nurses and the long-awaited opportunity to study nursing at university, the NTSs aspired to academic excellence at the beginning of their study.
When we enrolled in university, we had high ambitions to achieve 4 (the highest GPA). We wished to learn more. (04A1, Year 2)

Anticipating university life
The university provides a wide variety of extracurricular activities that support students’ personal development. The participants said they expected to enjoy university life, especially at the beginning of their study.

When we were admitted to the programme, we thought there would be less work and we could enjoy our university life. (04A2, Year 2)

Challenges during transition
The expectations about study and university life, combined with their clear goals to become competent nurses and the actual experience, created challenges for the NTSs’ transition. The similar teaching modes in their subdegree institutions and the university facilitated their initial transition. However, the heavy study workload due to the shorter study period of 3 years, coupled with the passive and surface approaches to learning they had adopted in their community colleges, hindered their transition.

Similarity between community college and university studies facilitated adjustment
In their community colleges, the NTSs were exposed to lectures, seminars and skill practice similar to the university study mode. Shortly after admission to the university, many NTSs had not experienced any adjustment difficulties.

My classmates and I adjusted very quickly. The community college did very well to align the mode of teaching, learning and examinations with the university. (26A, Graduate)

It’s easy because the study contents are similar. Maybe the study schedule in community college was very packed, so now it is more (relaxed)… (02A2, Year 2)

We had practicum when studying in community college. There was no big difference compared with the first clinical placement in the university. (28S1, Graduate)

Heavy study workload but limited time
Although the teaching modes were similar, the shorter study period causes heavy study workloads for NTSs. Along with classroom learning, they are required to complete clinical hours, which are often scheduled during the semesters or summer breaks. This time pressure limits the NTSs’ participation in university activities.

The (degree programme) schedule is very packed. We have to study many subjects each semester and go for clinical placement during semester breaks. We don’t have much time to rest. (19B, Year 3)

We have to complete many clinical placements, projects and credits within a short time period. … Compared to non-NTSs (in the 5-year programme), we have more workload … and less time to attend extracurricular activities. We focus more on academic study. (21C, Year 3)

Time management has become a challenge for many NTSs.

Time management is difficult. Students are encouraged to engage in university life/activities. However, nursing study is tough. This is a big challenge because we still want to enjoy university life. However, we keep on studying and studying, just like in community college and secondary school. (14B, Year 1)

The NTSs assessed their workloads and responsibilities by comparing themselves with the 5-year Bachelor of Nursing students and other bachelor programmes.

NTSs focus on the academic side so much, studying is the priority. The other Bachelor of Nursing students (in the 5-year programme) are more relaxed. They pay attention to academics while also balancing academic and other activities. (28S1, Graduate)

Transition from passive to independent learning
Another challenge frequently mentioned was the participants’ approaches to learning and studying. In the community colleges, they had adopted rote learning and were only required to acquire a limited scope of knowledge. However, university study requires self-directed and independent learning, which created a sense of uncertainty for the NTSs.

In the community college, our teachers supported us more by reminding us of key points for revision. However, in the university, you have to learn independently. In nursing study, you have to learn everything and there are no “key” points. As a result, the workload is heavier than before. (14A, Year 1)

When studying in university, we have to make a lot of effort to get familiar with the subject content through reading online journals, … Simply studying and reciting all the materials given by the teachers is no longer enough to prepare for the examination. Our stress is much increased. (07A, Year 2)

I have a sense of uncertainty when studying in the university and this causes stress. The scope covered in the examination is not confined to notes. The examination requires more than direct recitation of the notes… The exams in community college studies were straightforward, while they are not in the university. (07D, Year 2)

Some NTSs were used to ‘spoon feeding’ approaches to learning. The following interactive conversations illustrate that the gap in the approaches to learning and studying was difficult to overcome.

Active learner, however… (05A2, Year 1) We are not used to it; we are not learning actively in the past. (05A3, Year 1) We used to learn in a one-way mode. (05A1, Year 1) That is ‘spoon-feeding’. (05A5, Year 1)

The learning in university requires us to raise questions instead of telling us everything. However, I think the teachers can tell us more, instead of not telling us if we don’t ask. (13A, Year 1)

Teachers expect active learning. We want to learn actively but we don’t know how to do it. (14B, Year 1)

Influenced by passive learning and studying approaches, an NTS verbalised the need to have common lecture notes for classes taught by different teachers and standardised step-by-step assessment guidelines for skill examination, which was echoed by others in the same focus group.

Strange. There are two classes of students taking the same subject but taught by two teachers. (21C, Year 3) Teaching contents were different. (21D, Year 3) Teachers have discussed the syllabus and teaching guidelines, but the details of teaching content and notes are different. (21C, Year 3) The notes for both classes should be the same. (21A, 21D, Year 3)

We want to have a universal guideline to be followed by everyone. For example, in wound care, the concept of asepsis is the principle and should not be violated. But different teachers using different steps for wound cleansing may not be following the sequence on the checklist. (02A2, Year 2)

Coping by prioritising
Understanding of curriculum arrangement

Understanding subject arrangements and restrictions helped the NTSs to persist despite struggling and needing to work hard.

The subject syllabus is fixed, especially the subjects specific to the nursing discipline. The school has restricted subject arrangements. Although the schedule is packed, the study plan is good enough. (28S4, Graduate)

The required number of hours for clinical practice is 1440, which is more than the work-integrated education hours of the other disciplines. The clinical hours requirement is stipulated for nursing registration. (21A, Year 3)

Prioritising of the scope of subject materials to be studied

Most of the NTSs indicated that they were strategic in planning their study. They weighed the subject requirements, and then prioritised their time and effort. They decided to give up exploring more in-depth study or deep approaches to learning so as to review all the subject materials given by their teachers.

There is a lot of content in each subject. We do not have enough time to search for more information to study every topic in-depth …. I want to search for more information but there is no reason to spend several hours on it. (02A2, Year 2)

We do not have any days off on weekdays… If we focus on one subject, it is not fair to the other subjects. We need to accommodate the requirements of all subjects. (07A, Year 2)

Prioritising based on their goals and GPAs

Academic outcome (ie, GPA) was described as a priority for the NTSs, thus determining their study efforts.

I give up the self-directed active approach of learning recently. Even if I learn more, it won’t help to increase my GPA. My classmates asked me why I still studied so much of the knowledge which would not be asked in the examination. We still learn by using an examination-orientated approach. Obtaining high grades is the priority. (09B, Year 1)

We want to improve our English but need to bear the cost of lowering the overall GPA if the grade for English is not good. (05A3, Year 1)

Our world is small

Owing to these challenges, some students spent most of their time catching up with their studies and sticking to passive surface approaches to learning. This approach resulted in mental exhaustion, and sacrificing participation in university activities, social life and community service.

Mental exhaustion

When admitted to the programme. We wished to learn more …. But now, we just want to complete the programme because we are very much exhausted already. (04A1, Year 2)

The nursing study in the university is very demanding. … We need to meet all the requirements. As a result, we will not have the ambition to achieve a higher GPA anymore. (04A2, Year 2)

Limited exposure and enjoyment of university life

The nursing students who are admitted directly from high school (ie, non-NTSs) have a big world. However, my world is really small. We are confined to the classroom. I have not explored the university, its culture, or even its facilities. I have not joined any student societies, met other students. … (01A1, Year 2)

DISCUSSION

Our qualitative study has indicated that NTSs enrolled in the nursing programme tended to have a clear goal to become competent nurses. They were aware of the programme and nursing council requirements. From the academic perspective, they were mindful of active learning and their responsibility to learn nursing knowledge, skills and attitudes. They perceived their transition between institutions in the beginning as smooth. However,
the priority given to high academic performance within the 3 years of study confined their university life to the academic arena (using an examination-oriented approach to learning), without much social life or community involvement.

Transition from community college to university studies

The NTSs perceived their transition to be relatively smooth in the beginning. The teaching modes and assessment formats were similar in the community colleges and university. These findings are consistent with those reported in the USA. However, our NTSs’ transition experiences might be different from their counterparts in the USA in three aspects: geographical, cultural and financial. Some American transfer students need to leave home to attend university other states; therefore, homesickness might be an issue. Hong Kong, however, is an urban city where public transportation is easily accessible. Therefore, travelling was not an obstacle to the transfer students in our study. Culturally, transfer students in the USA are mostly non-traditional students who are older and have family and work commitments. According to the American Association of Community Colleges, the average student age is 28, with 38% between 22 and 39 and 9% over 40 years old. In addition, 62% of full-time students work full time or part time. On the contrary, transfer students in Asian countries are traditional students who are about the same age as their peers in the university. Unlike in the American culture, Asian parents make great efforts to ensure their children continue education immediately after secondary school graduation, as they see education and academic success as the avenue to upward social mobility and a better life. As shown by these comparisons, our NTSs do not have transportation, family or work issues. However, the cultural, social and family influences can lead them to have high personal expectations to obtain high GPAs; this supports Flaga’s suggestion that academic performance at university involves a complex set of processes.

Academic adjustment as the major challenge

Although the teaching modes and assessment formats in community college and university studies are comparable, similar to the transfer students in the USA, our NTSs soon recognised the discrepancies in terms of difficulty, academic rigour and interactions with faculty. Transfer students experience academic distress because universities expect active self-initiated learning, which requires a great deal of independent work. Assignments require extensive reading and critical analysis. However, active learning takes time. Healthcare studies such as medicine and nursing are considered difficult programmes which require students to work hard because they have both theoretical and practical components. Transfer students in western contexts, like those in this study, engage less in social activities. However, the reasons for this might be country specific. For instance, transfer students in the USA may be less involved in campus activities due to family or work commitments, while our NTSs’ reasons were lack of time and wanting better academic performances. According to Kember, Chinese students are likely to adjust their learning approaches to contextual factors in the teaching and learning environment and perceive themselves to have heavier workloads than western counterparts, for example, in Finland. The NTSs in our study perceived their workload to be heavy given the relatively short study time, and were therefore forced to short cut and adopt surface learning approaches as a reaction to the challenging learning environment (consistent with the literature). They did not think they had the option to use deep learning approaches because of the limited time. Chinese students have been found to be ‘rote learners, syllabus dependent, passive and lacking in initiative’ (p. 27) and to adopt surface learning approaches, which was conventionally associated with inferior learning outcomes in western educational research. However, increasing volumes of research and reports have indicated that Chinese students perform no worse than or even better than their western counterparts, such as in international tests (eg, programme for international student assessment (PISA)). In his analysis, Kember argued that the good performances of Chinese learners are the consequence of their intermediate approaches to learning, that is, a combination of memorising and understanding, with meaningful memorisation. This is an approach in between the continuum of surface and deep approaches. On the other hand, Nield found that Chinese university learners are strategic instead of rote learners. Our study supported that the NTSs were strategic learners when it came to prioritising their study efforts. Nevertheless, Chinese students are accustomed to learning through repeated practice and memorisation to achieve high grades in primary and secondary schools, where evaluation is heavily dependent on examinations, and therefore in university they tend to adopt the same learning approach, which they found to have worked well before. Studies should be conducted to explore further the learning approaches adopted by Chinese university students. Specifically, do transfer students and non-transfer students use different approaches in their learning?

Implications

To face the challenges of transition, the NTSs in this study developed strategies to balance multiple tasks. They knew how to prioritise nursing-specific subjects before general education, they sacrificed social activities and leisure time for academic studies and clinical practicums, and they attached more importance to GPA than knowledge comprehension and application. However, all these prioritisations contradict the essence of university education, which deserves attention from various parties involved in the education of transfer students, including community colleges, universities and the government. Our study has suggested that the articulation of teaching approach between community college and university is good,
thus facilitating transfer students’ initial adjustment to university study. However, more effort should be given to emphasising the alignment of subjects, which would enhance credit transfer and thus reduce the study workload. On the other hand, emphasis on deep approaches to learning could be strengthened in the community colleges, and time-management strategies targeted to the needs of transfer students (instead of just general time management techniques) should be developed to facilitate their transition. At the government policy level, guidelines should be developed to foster a positive collaborative culture between community college and university, including reviews of subject or programme alignment, with the ultimate goal of improving the numbers of subjects for credit transfers, as well as the learning experience. Furthermore, flexible or extended study periods beyond the 3 years should be encouraged, for example, by financial support from the government. Currently, the university will absorb the expenses if the students take more than 3 years to complete the study. With these strategies implemented, transfer students will have more space for their personal and professional development.

Limitations

Our study had some limitations. The participants were asked to describe their experiences since their admission to the degree programme. Recall bias or the eventual outcomes of their coping might have affected the accuracy or their interpretation of their experiences. In addition, while the participants in each focus group knew each other, which may have facilitated open discussion, some may not have felt comfortable to discuss personal concerns. Furthermore, because of the participants’ availability, four of the interviews were conducted with individual participants rather than in a focus group, which might have affected the dynamics of discussion and elicitation of ideas.

CONCLUSIONS

Our study identified challenges faced by NTSs in adjusting to their university study. Suggestions are offered for different stakeholders to address the issues at individual, institutional and government levels so as to enhance NTSs’ learning experiences at university.
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